
AFTER DARK 
Hour-Drama Proposal 

 
by Marc Scott Zicree 

 
The Background On This Project 

 
 
Several years ago, I was a guest on COAST TO COAST AM, the top-rated night-time 
radio show in the country, with five to ten million listeners every night.  The show is 
hosted by George Noory, and its area of interest ranges from ghosts to flying saucers to 
conspiracy theories to odd supernatural beasts to basically anything peculiar or outré. 
 
After the show, George took me to lunch and floated the possibility of developing 
COAST TO COAST as an hour-long weekly television drama.  We entitled it AFTER 
DARK, after George’s popular monthly magazine (which is sold via his incredibly-
successful website).  The project was subsequently in development at Fox and then at 
Universal, and was pitched to several networks.  At various times, I brought aboard 
Rockne O’Bannon (creator of FARSCAPE) and David Simkins (a writer-producer whose 
credits include WARHOUSE 13) as collaborators. 
 
As the project developed, it went through several different versions of the show.  But the 
basics were always essentially this:  Our main character, GEORGE NOORY, is a 
rumpled middle-aged former Naval Intelligence and Investigations guy who now hosts a 
popular radio show, as a result of which he personally hunts down and gets endangered 
by various weird stories his callers and others bring to his attention.  Essentially a knight 
on a white charger to his fans and those he helps, this fictional George’s personal life is a 
total disaster – he’s divorced with two grown daughters who are in various stages of 
estrangement from him.   
 
Essentially, the show was a cross between THE X-FILES and Darren McGavin’s 
KOLCHAK, THE NIGHT STALKER – if Kolchak had a radio show with ten million 
listeners. 
 
What follows are three radically different versions of the series pitch and pilot story we 
presented to different networks during this journey – I like all three variant pilots very 
much, and wanted to share all three with you to present the broad canvas of this show and 
how mucho cool it could be.   
 
 

AFTER DARK 
The Hour Drama  

THE MOST RECENT VERSION 
VERSION THREE 

by 
Marc Scott Zicree 
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AFTER DARK is a one-hour drama inspired by COAST TO COAST, the top-rated 
night-time radio show in the country, with over 10 million listeners carried on over 500 
stations.   
 
Each week, host GEORGE NOORY is the voice of reason and inquiry, the light in the 
darkness, as experts and callers from all over the world share their experiences and 
expertise on everything from UFOs to reincarnation to ghostly visitations, otherworldly 
creatures, secret weapons and experiments, governmental cover-ups and conspiracies, 
extremist plots of every stripe and any other weirdness that strikes George’s fancy on any 
given night. 
 
In our continuing drama, George is out in the field, tracing down stories and leads, 
getting into any number of wild, dangerous and incredible adventures.  These stories 
might originate with an oddball caller, an enigmatic email, a desperate stranger George 
bumps into, a fan who sends him an odd package, an expert who comes on the show, an 
informant who goes missing.  Some of these he’ll report on his radio show, some he’ll 
deliberately keep to himself until the time is right to reveal it.   
 
George is passionate, funny, smart, charismatic, rumpled, attractive and endlessly 
irritating.  Above all, he’s his own man. 
 
George is a divorcee, living alone is a spooky old house, suffering from empty nest 
syndrome, dealing with all the problems of everyday life -- ex-wife, dating scene, the 
daily crises of kids who are struggling to break away and make their own lives.   
 
At the same time, George is  sometimes aided in his adventures (or let’s say he ropes 
them in) by his youngest daughter, nineteen-year-old college student JAMIE, and 
sometimes, more reluctantly, by his twentysomething daughter TRACY, married (to a 
cop) with a baby.  He’s also ably assisted by his young producer/engineer BURT and a 
band of old cronies who know all about cop stuff, antiques and history, government 
infrastructure, you name it. 
 
So we see George in his life and work – both areas in which he’s passionately in search 
of answers.     
 

AFTER DARK 
“Sacrifice” 
Pilot Story 

 
by Marc Scott Zicree  

 
We OPEN with George on the radio, he’s hugely popular.  He’s the wrecking crew, the 
demolisher, the Cuisinart.  He has occult, flying saucer, Wicca types on his show and he 
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debunks them – more than that, he tears them apart.  He’s brilliant, high verbal, witty, 
remorseless -- Harlan Ellison and Howard Stern’s love child. 
 
This is a big glossy station, and everyone who works there is a Lord of Creation, arrogant 
assholes who think they own the world.  This attitude filters all the way down from 
station manager to the show producers who twiddle the dials and take calls and emails, 
the ones who decide who gets on the air and who doesn’t. 
 
George doesn’t believe in anything and he’s driven, driven, driven to expose all the 
frauds – and to him, everything supernatural or spooky or UFOish is fraudulent – there 
was no Roswell, no hauntings, no ESP, no nothing.  Even so, George has scads of guests; 
some are genuine or believe they are, some have a screw loose, some are just out for their 
fifteen minutes of fame. 
 
George is in the middle of interviewing THEO SIEGEL, a bookish Wally Cox kind of 
guy, an author talking about the Old Gods, pantheons that have supposedly died out and 
no one believes in them, but in reality they still have their power and their acolytes, if 
gone to ground… and their sacrifices.   
 
Theo came to George figuring , as a debunker, he’d be the guy to rally people when 
someone with an honest story came on.  What Theo didn’t count on was derision and 
mockery.   
 
Meanwhile, a girl named ALANA is repeatedly calling, trying to get on the air.  We see 
George’s asshole producer EMIL fielding the call, blocking her.  We also see that Emil 
records and logs all emails and phonecalls that come in, whether or not they get on the 
air, for legal reasons. 
 
George takes her call.  Turns out that Alana called to defend Theo from being savaged; 
she came to him for help and he was there on George’s show on her behalf, to try to find 
alliances to save her.  She’s terrified, frantic, claims her father’s trying to kill her, she’s 
only got three days left, she’s run away from home. 
 
For some reason, this girl talking about her parent trying to kill her really sets George off 
and he verbally eviscerates the two of them, utterly destroying their credibility and 
essentially throwing them off his show.  He signs off and heads home, satisfied that he’s 
given the listening mob their bread and circuses for the night. 
 
After the show, we get a glimpse of his life – George got married and had kids young, 
he’s divorced now, has two daughters, JAMIE, just entering college, and TRACY, 
married with a baby at 23 (but seeming older, settled).  He stood Jamie up for dinner, 
forgot.  Tracy chastises him for ridiculing that young woman on the air who obviously 
was a mental case; she disapproves of what he does, and what he is. 
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George goes home to his big old empty house – we get a sense of how lonely it is, how 
vacant since the divorce some years back, when he lost his family -- is just about to turn 
in, when there’s a frantic knocking at his door.  
 
He looks through the keyhole and sees a lovely 15 year old waif, pale and fragile and 
clearly terrified.  George opens the door – and sees Theo behind her.  This turns out to be 
Alana.  (George is surprised she’s so young and innocent and seems so sincere.)   
 
They rush into George’s house, and Theo bolts the door.  The room is dark, the lighting 
low.  Alana talked Theo into giving it just one more chance to convince George; she 
senses something in him, some desire to help.  This shakes George; he doesn’t want to be 
seen as empathic or kind, it’s viewed as weakness in this world. 
 
At some point in the conversation, Theo lashes out at George – it’s so much easier and 
safer to destroy something than to take a risk and help someone.  What in the world made 
George this despicable kind of man? 
 
Alana tells George her father is very powerful, and that she’d long sensed there was some 
dark secret; something recently tipped her that she was being set up to be killed… and 
there was some kind of weird ritualistic clock on it, she has mere days left to live.   
 
George is torn but leaning toward throwing them out, when there’s a knock at the door.  
Alana nearly jumps out of her skin. 
 
George is surprised to see it’s a food delivery from a Chinese restaurant he often orders 
from – but he didn’t order tonight.  There’s been some mix-up.  But George pays for the 
food anyway, tips the delivery boy (who’s not the regular one he knows). 
 
George starts eating some pork chow mein.  The others are nervous, wary.  George goes 
into the other room to take a call.  Suddenly, he feels woozy, nauseous.  There’s a 
horrible commotion from the other room, screams, odd squooshy, slithery sounds.  In the 
mirror to the other room, he gets a glimpse of what seem to be tentacles whipping, bodies 
being thrown about – but it’s dark and impossible to see detail. 
 
George runs into the room, gets struck by Theo’s body being flung violently about.  
George bangs his head into a door jamb.  Nearly losing consciousness, he gets fleeting 
images of Theo wrapped in tentacles, turning to a bloody, insubstantial mist -- and Alana 
running off into the night, getting away.   
 
Turning the dimmer up, light floods the room.  George fights to clear his head.  The room 
is empty.  Fleetingly, everything seems normal.  Sensing something, George looks down 
– and sees he’s standing in a pool of blood.  It fades and vanishes. 
 
George looks to the food, and sees – or thinks he sees – the noodle/tentacles retreat into 
the carton and disappear.  George passes out. 
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George comes to in the hospital.  His daughters are there, along with Tracy’s husband 
GREG, a young cop; tell George he got slipped some tainted food.  Six people who 
ordered from that same restaurant fell ill and had to be hospitalized that night; the Health 
Department has closed the restaurant pending investigation. 
 
George has a hard time believing it, tells them what he saw.  Turns out the pathogen is a 
potent hallucinogen that can grow in grain; same as what befell the nuns of Loudon 
several hundred years back, when they thought they saw devils.   
 
George is half-convinced but still dubious when he goes home… and finds some 
evidence that Theo and Alana were really there; maybe her rosebud pendant or some 
other piece of distinctive evidence (although it’s nothing that would prove anything to 
anybody).  He also finds a wrapped fortune cookie, reads the fortune – “Value what time 
you have.” 
 
George goes on the air, tries for his old bravado, but he can’t maintain it.  He’s shaky and 
the doubts show through, he’s angry and contradicting himself.  He’s fighting to be the 
old cynic, but he’s falling apart.  His manager tells him to get himself under control, they 
can’t risk heat from the FCC.  They don’t need a Howard Beal, thank you very much.  
Orders him to take some time off.  Come back when he feels better.   
 
George finds himself obsessed with finding Alana – ostensibly to prove to himself that 
she’s a fraud, but really because he’s concerned for her safety.  He doesn’t know where to 
turn, no one he works with is sympathetic or wants to help him.   
 
We might play a scare here, some feeling George is being watched, hunted, menaced.  
Maybe in some unusual, prosaic location, like the meat counter of a supermarket, 
something surprising and cool. 
 
Alone at night and freaked, there’s a knock on his door; Jamie, his younger daughter, 
coming to see how he’s doing.  George is grateful but can’t show it, he’s defensive – who 
needs you?  An argument ensues, in which George ends up revealing why he attacked 
Alana so viciously on the air, why he’s been so rabidly against the supernatural his whole 
life.   
 
When he was a kid, he had an older brother, Mikey.  Only trouble was, Mikey had a 
pituitary condition where he never grew; all the time George was a kid, Mikey stayed the 
same size.  But mom grew certain it wasn’t a physical ailment, that Mikey was 
“unnatural;” in fact, she claimed Mikey had no father, just showed up years back.  One 
day when George came home from school, Mom took him aside and explained that 
“sometimes, there are sacrifices we have to make” – then led him into the room in which 
she had just killed Mikey.  She’s been in an asylum ever since.   
 
Jamie is heartened by George’s vulnerability in revealing this, and agrees to help him in 
his search for Alana.  (Which leads to conflict between George’s younger and older 
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daughters.  Tracy thinks George has gone nuts and that Jamie – desperate for her distant 
workaholic dad’s love – is enabling him in his delusions.) 
 
Jamie talks to her cop brother-in-law Greg and convinces him to let them check recent 
missing teenager reports.  They find the report on Alana, go talk with her dad, who’s 
super rich, seems nice and very worried about his mentally-ill, potentially suicidal 
daughter.  He says he just wants to help her.  We set up the mom, subservient, seemingly 
afraid of her own shadow, in the background. 
 
Greg has another suggestion for George and Amy.  If the station logged the phone 
number Alana called from – and if it was her cell phone – there might be a way to track 
her, if she still has that phone on her person and it’s still on.  George agrees to check the 
station logs. 
 
George checks his program logs, finds the number and dispatches Jamie with it to Greg.  
He also uses the logs to track down another expert in Old Gods, pagans and animists.  
Initially, the guy tells George to fuck off – “You ruined me!” – but finally he agrees to 
listen to the details of what happened to George the other night.  Finally, he says, “It 
wasn’t the noodles, it was the pork.”  What the fuck?!  “Some believe animals have 
spirits, and there’s power in those spirits.  Track down where the pork came from.  Oh, 
and one other thing – don’t take too long.  That fortune wasn’t for the girl – it was for 
you.”  
 
(Of course, George is going to sound out of his mind talking about “magic meat.”  Piece 
of dialogue that occurred to me:  “That’s crazy.”  “Yes, but that doesn’t mean it’s not so.”  
This, of course, will be a thematic element of our entire series.) 
 
Around about this time – with no one at his station willing to help him and George at last 
seeing what assholes they are and what an asshole he’s been – a little KPFK conspiracy-
theory kind of station calls him, offers him a gig.  It would be quite a comedown, only 
once a week rather than five nights a week, paying shit wages and grungy as hell – but 
hey, George could speak the truth as he sees it, not as his corporate masters spin it. 
 
Initially, he turns them down flat, but they wheedle him into going on the air as a guest 
spot; it’d be a good way to alert listeners to keep an eye out for Alana.  
 
We meet the little station’s PROGRAM MANAGER – quite an eccentric – and BURT 
HANDELSMAN, a big warm scruffy bear of a guy who would be George’s producer and 
engineer if he took the gig.  Burt is a vet coping with post traumatic stress, is somewhat 
wild-eyed and full of odd theories, but also hugely lovable. 
 
Tracing the cell phone, George and Jamie manage to catch up with Alana, but this only 
serves to get her caught by the cops and trundled off to her father. 
  
With no other lead to follow, George tries to track the meat, maybe talks to the elderly 
Chinese owner of the restaurant that’s been shut down.  George discovers he needs to 
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break into a vast slaughterhouse, calls upon Jamie and Burt (with his military skills) to 
help him. 
 
This all leads to a big Act Four set piece with George (and Jamie and Burt) menaced in a 
slaughterhouse that provides meat to restaurants and markets all over town.  This place is 
huge and hellish, with toxic vapors, lethal equipment of all kinds, from electric stunning 
implements to a wide variety of chain saws and knives.   
 
George discovers that animists run the place – descendents of an ancient religion that 
believes magic resides in the spirits of animals, and one can gain power by sacrificing 
these animals – which these guys have been doing in the hundreds of thousands.  
Periodically, however, they need a human sacrifice – hence, the girl.  But it turns out it’s 
not her dad who’s the pagan, but rather her mom, whose actions have magically – and 
unknowingly to dad -- brought about all their success. 
 
This all leads to several cool actions – Alana about to be sacrificed in this mechanized 
sacrificial chamber, a huge demon-god being summoned out of steam to attack George, 
George setting all the animals free and, with the help of Jamie and Burt, turning the tables 
on the bad guys, bringing the whole place down on their heads, and saving Alana.  
 
At his old station – the rich asshole one – George confronts his station manager and 
resigns.  As George departs, the station manager and show producer realize George has 
taken all the back files from his show, the program logs of emails and phone calls.  
George intends to go through them, to see who was blown off or dismissed, who just 
might have been real and needed help, to see what he can do to make good on the wrongs 
he’s done.   
 
George appears at the scruffy little KPFK type station and takes the job.  On the air with 
his new show, George issues his credo – what he’ll stand for, what he’ll do.  He knows it 
will take time to believe him, that he’s made a lot of enemies, but he’s in it for the long 
haul (and there we have our theme; George at the top of the story was doing emotionally 
what these animists were doing literally – destroying all in their path, holding no life 
sacred; now, he’s on the other side, where he belongs, at last). 
 
And one final grace note:  after his first new show, George is up late at night, reviewing 
the old program logs, the people who were dismissed, who he never even heard about.  
One of them is a kid who called and emailed, saying there was something seriously 
wrong with his little brother.  George looks at the attached image of the little brother…  
 
It’s Mikey. 
 

END 
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AFTER DARK 
VERSION TWO 

“Dreams of Futures Past” 
Pilot Story 

 
by Marc Scott Zicree  

& David Simkins 
 
As our story opens, GEORGE NOORY is not a talk show host – he’s a married father of 
two living in Maryland.  Not happily married.  He’s with Navy Intelligence, a press 
liaison with high security clearance; a tough guy.  The Navy’s public face, keeper of 
secrets.  He’s a workaholic, which is a continual strain on his wife KATIE and their two 
kids – teenager AMY and ten-year-old BECKY. 
 
We FADE IN as George has finally agreed to a vacation – a few weeks at a cottage on a 
lake.  As  Katie drives, with the girls in back (Amy with headphones escaping the 
tension), George works on a laptop.  Katie’s angry at his lack of involvement, but George 
is hardly listening.  He glances up at the stars -- and hears Katie GASP.  Suddenly, he 
sees an unworldly light, then BLACKNESS! 
 
George awakens on the road, his wife and youngest daughter burning to death in the 
overturned car.  Desperately, he tries to get to them, but his legs are shattered. 
 
He looks around frantically – and sees Amy, seemingly in shock, standing at edge of the 
road staring out at a strange light, tendrils of fog reaching for her.  The fog seems to 
surround Amy; she screams, the fog recoils. 
 
George passes out from the pain. 
 
He comes to  in the hospital – in pain, broken, delirious, nightmarish “things”  watching 
him from the shadows.  He looks up in astonishment -- Katie is standing over him, telling 
him there was an accident. 
 
But it’s NOT Katie.  This is CAROLINE, Katie’s twin sister.   
 
Caroline is the suburban, happily-married antithesis of Katie.  She tells George his wife 
and youngest daughter are dead.  She barely manages to contain her anger at George for 
the death of her sister.  George’s daughter Amy will live with Caroline and her family in 
St. Louis until George is back on his feet.  
 
In QUICK SHOTS, we see George go through months of painful rehab at the VA 
hospital.  And he’s still seeing things (scuttling shadows, watchful eyes).  George’s 
tenuous physical and mental health force him to resign from the Navy. 
 
As George heals, his once averagely normal daughter Amy begins to deteriorate – she’s 
increasingly at risk, acting out, a major behavior problem.  George is unable to 
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communicate with Amy (who blames him as much as he blames himself).  No one is sure 
how the accident  happened;  Katie apparently lost control of the car – or did she? 
 
George has convinced himself something was in the road.  Something “other.”  Of 
course, no one believes him.  His friends (an ex-cop, a city lawyer, and an antiques 
dealer) humor him and try to help him.   
 
George moves to St. Louis (his hometown), moves in with Caroline, her cop husband,  
their two young kids, and Amy… who’s getting harder to reach, more aloof, and drifting 
into the “wrong crowd.”  There’s serious family tension: George is seeing a woman – 
Caroline -- who looks just like his dead wife kissing another man, in a happy home; it’s 
bizarre. 
 
Meanwhile, Caroline’s husband is not happy with George or Amy living with them, it’s 
stretching the bonds of family. 
 
MIKE OLIFIERS (childhood friend/ex-cop) points George toward a radio job.  An all- 
night talk show needs a new host, and Olifiers has pulled some strings – with George’s 
background in press relations, he’s a natural.  Plus the job should be easy for someone 
who’s not quite holding it together; essentially, it’s just babysitting insomniacs.   
 
George gets the job and encounters his co-workers – he’s just down the hall from CHIP 
HEALY (a Rush Limbaugh-type), JACKIE GRIGGS (shock jock) and DR. SHEILA 
CHALMERS (psychologist). 
 
George meets SARAH NOBLE, his producer/engineer.  Sarah is funny, skeptical, 
laconic, not prepared for George’s point of view.  Driven to find his own answers for the 
inexplicable event which happened to him, George turns his show into a forum for the 
unexplained.  
 
In short order, George triples the ratings, tapping into the nation’s subconscious, 
exposing a feeling that something’s wrong, that the problem may not be “of this earth.”  
And the callers begin to paint a larger picture of what’s REALLY going on, with 
George’s help… 
 
(Which, as we’ll discover in future stories, is that many so-called paranormal, alien and 
supernatural events are actually linked; that there are extra-dimensional beings we can’t 
perceive – just as ants normally don’t perceive human beings – but that these creatures 
are HUGELY influencing human events… and that when these beings destroyed 
George’s family on that lonely country road, they were actually coming for Amy, who 
manifested a previously-unsuspected power that drove them away – the blow-back effect 
inadvertently setting the car ablaze and killing Amy’s mom and little sister.) 
 
At the same time, George struggles to reconcile with Amy, while trying to remain civil in 
the face of the Caroline/husband/ kids suburban  nightmare.  Husband wants George and 
Amy to move out.  Amy is acting up; breaking rules; troubled and refusing to talk about 
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the night of the accident .  George presses her on what she might have seen in the woods.  
She calls him crazy (though, in reality, she half-remembers and is desperately trying to 
avoid facing that nightmarish event.) 
 
George moves out of Caroline’s house – into an apartment in old building.  Takes his 
troubled daughter with him. 
 
Back at the station, George finds he’s been sent a box of old videotapes from a TV 
engineer in the South.  The tapes are of a kids’ show host from the early 1960s.  “MR. 
MESMO” showed  cartoons,  played games, and pulled kids from the live studio 
audience to predict their future. 
 
Mesmo was a bible-belt Nostradamus, and amazingly many of his seemingly inane 
predictions of world events have come true.  Kennedy’s death.  Cell phones.  
Disneyworld. 
 
But most astonishing of all to George, one of the little girls Mesmo interviews on the air 
is Katie, George’s future wife, whom Mesmo predicts will marry George, have two 
daughters… and die in a fiery crash!  Little Katie begins screaming hysterically and 
Mesmo’s show abruptly ends. 
 
Eager to learn more, George and his producer Sarah travel south to track down Mesmo.  
They find him in a nursing home, paralyzed by a stroke, unable to speak and barely able 
to move. 
 
George meets Mesmo’s estranged daughter LAURA and Mesmo’s six-year-old 
granddaughter JAMIE.  Laura tells George of Mesmo’s troubled past.  He was fired from 
the station for his disturbing predictions about his child audience’s futures, became an 
alcoholic, increasingly believed he could see the future.  Was obsessed with kids – it was 
creepy. 
 
George’s further investigation reveals that after being fired from the show, Mesmo spent 
years tracking down the children whose futures he predicted and saving many of them 
from what would have been certain death if he hadn’t intervened.   
 
George interviews the kids who’ve grown into adulthood.  They tell George how 
someone (Mesmo) saved their lives from accidents, tragedy, etc. 
 
Meanwhile, Amy causes trouble and Caroline demands George come home.  
Simultaneously, Mesmo convinces George his granddaughter Janie is in danger… 
George stays, forsaking Amy. 
 
George can’t convince Mesmo’s estranged daughter of Janie’s impending peril. 
Mesmo struggles to get George to understand… crooked finger jabbing at city map on 
back of phonebook. George follows Janie; gets arrested for suspicious behavior.  Cop 
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reveals that several children have gone missing… possibly there’s a child-killer in their 
midst. 
 
George tells the cops about the location pointed out by Mesmo; they search and find the 
body of a missing child.  George  is Suspect  #1. 
 
George, with Sarah’s help (and possibly Mike Olifier’s), breaks free in time to save Janie 
from the real child killer – who turns out to be a thirteen-year-old neighborhood boy.  
 
George reunites Janie with her mother, tells her they have Mesmo to thank.  They arrive 
at the nursing home -- only to find that Mesmo has died in his sleep. 
 
George and Sarah return home and learn that Amy has run away – George was there for 
others, total strangers… but has failed his own daughter. 
 
In stories to come, George will use his radio show to get a line on what drove Amy out 
onto the streets, get the help he needs to find and save her (while he’ll also be aiding 
others in need).   
 
At the same time, we’ll run a parallel track with Amy as she flees the interdimensional 
beings and their human minions who are pursuing her – seeking aid and comfort in the 
only places she can, among the drugged-out, homeless and crazy ones who are the only 
people able to see what she sees.. and fight back. 
 

THE END… FOR NOW 
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AFTER DARK 

The Hour Drama 
FIRST VERSION  

by Marc Scott Zicree 
 

Approaching AFTER DARK as an hour drama with regular continuing characters, what 
works best is one main storyline per hour, with our main characters front and center 
driving the action, plus little minor “runner” subplots of odd callers, strange occurrences, 
the ongoing radio show, etc. 
 
Our main character, GEORGE NOORY, has a background, passions and manner very 
similar to the real-life George Noory – a rumpled 21st-century crusader, plunging into all 
manner of astonishing, spooky and delightful adventures -- but he’s more haunted, with 
more scar tissue from his past. 
 
Known as “The Nighthawk,” his late-night show AFTER DARK is enormously popular, 
and he has legions of fans, callers and cohorts spread across the country.   
 
His show examines all manner of weird and mysterious occurrences, and George is often 
on the road, talking to witnesses, hunting down stories, getting into all kinds of 
mysterious happenings -- sometimes even live on the air.   
 
George is always up to his elbows in the action, he’s very much not a man on the 
sidelines.  His life is one of endless blue highways, rental cars, roadside motels, greasy 
spoon diners… and people that open up their hearts to him -- and the dark, unspoken 
secrets lurking in their closets.   
 
Since his show is syndicated on 500 stations, wherever he is in the country, there’s a 
station within 30 miles, so each night George broadcasts live from whatever station is 
nearest wherever he’s sniffing out a story.  Occasionally, if he’s someplace really 
inaccessible, he may even do the show via satellite uplink from his blue tooth cell phone. 
 
When he’s at home base, George is in St. Louis, Missouri, where he grew up.  He lives in 
“the Cave,” a big, cluttered, spooky empty old house with four fireplaces, way too big for 
him, now that his family is gone.  He should move and he knows it, but has a hard time 
letting go of the past. 
 
George has a producer on his show, Tom Danheiser, a big teddy bear of a guy, who fields 
incoming calls and keeps George up and running when he’s on the air.  Tom is often at 
the home base studio in St. Louis, linked to George wherever he’s broadcasting from.  
But Tom can fly anywhere at a moment’s notice and can be wherever George needs him 
to be, even if that’s the broadcast booth of some piss ant affiliate station in the middle of 
nowhere. 
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George has three devoted friends from the old days who knew him before he got into “all 
this weirdness”: 
 

• “Big Mike” Olifiers, a former cop who runs a police training company that shows 
videos of cops getting killed and otherwise run roughshod, teaching them how to 
avoid such disasters; he’s George’s expert on security and terrorism. 

 
• Lemuel “Lemmy” Sforza, a diminutive antiques dealer with a mind like Albert 

Einstein, who’s always talking about aliens and other fringe science stuff, but 
usually turns out to be absolutely right. 

 
• Emily Coleman, flinty as hell, a terrific lady in her late forties, a lawyer who’s 

general counsel to the city’s sewer district, George always jokes she’s “always up 
to her ears in crap,” but she knows everything about what’s under the city streets, 
the infrastructure that keeps the city going… and who and what lives there. 

 
His cronies rib George and sometimes play practical jokes on him (such as paging him 
with a call from the local morgue), but they love him, understand his tragic background, 
and will go the distance for him when the chips are down. 
 
With rare exceptions, our stories take place entirely at night, with the broadcast threaded 
through the episode, lending it George’s first person narration (as he speaks on the air) 
and his take on the action. 
 
For George, proving that there’s more to life than the objective reality we perceive with 
our five senses is more than a mission – it’s a desperate attempt at personal expiation. 
 
Ten years earlier, George was at the wheel when a terrible accident cost his wife and 
younger daughter their lives – some blur of a massive shape with blinding colored lights 
came out of nowhere and sideswiped the car, hurling it into a fathomless swamp.   
 
George and his other daughter, KRISTINA, were thrown from the car and survived.  The 
empty car was dredged from the swamp, but George’s wife and younger daughter’s 
bodies were never recovered, and the vehicle -- or whatever it was -- that caused the 
accident was never found. 
 
George has only the vaguest memory of the accident itself, and whatever Kristina recalls 
she has kept to herself.  Kristina is bitterly estranged from her father and hasn’t spoken  
to him in years.  Beautiful, brilliant and driven by an unquenchable rage, she’s a grad 
student (or undergrad, depending on age requirements), pre-med, with a focus on brain 
biochemistry, cutting edge research, working under a brilliant research physician.   
 
Never before a spiritual man, George’s guilt over his wife and daughter’s deaths drove 
him to seek assurance that there was more to the world than met the eye, to prove to 
himself that there was life after death, reincarnation, you name it; in short, that the spirits 
of his loved ones may not have been extinguished in that one terrible moment. 
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To that end, he began AFTER DARK as his on-air exploration into the darkness, in 
search of salvation… his own, and those he reaches out to:  the loners, the weirdoes, the 
night owls, freaks and savants; the ones with no one to listen to them or be their 
champion – until George appears on the scene. 
 
Some of these form the core of our series regulars:  the repeat callers who also email 
George with their problems, think of him as their personal friend; and the guests he has 
repeatedly on his radio show, his favorites, experts and/or authors with an ax to grind, the 
men and women with special abilities or theories of the world that obsess them and drive 
them to the brink. 
 
George’s single-minded drive has had a terrible cost for him – it drove a wedge between 
him and his daughter.  She views his actions and beliefs as misguided attempts to shirk 
responsibility for his loved ones’ deaths.  She is determinedly anti-occult; rabidly so. 
 
This, at least, is where these two lonely people stand at the beginning of our show…when 
a series of violent, shocking events throw them inextricably together.  
 

OUR PILOT 
“Flamespawn” 

by Marc Scott Zicree 
 
We OPEN with George in the woods somewhere, it’s night, he’s being led by a 
backwoods character a la Chris Cooper in Adaptation in search of some cyptozoological 
creature, perhaps a giant bird that’s been reported carrying off goats and other small 
livestock, a night predator.   
 
All the while, George is talking to a “friend,” a running monologue, as though this person 
is his closest confidant.  He might be talking to the camera following behind him as 
though it’s our POV; either way, we at first believe this friend is right there with him. 
 
The mood is creepy and scary, and also just the slightest bit absurd, as we build to 
coming upon the creature.  Then something huge SHRIEKS and flies up into the night, 
only partially seen.  Was it a monster, or one part big owl, two parts our imagination?  
We can’t be sure…. 
 
But then, as George suddenly launches into a spiel promoting some formula to cure 
enlarged prostate, we discover that George is on the air live, on his radio show, and it’s 
commercial break time.   
 
George is speaking to this “intimate” friend via uplink on the earphone headset of his 
blue tooth cell phone, hooked to his producer back in the studio.  And that one individual 
friend is actually five to ten million loyal listeners. 
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As George’s spiel continues, we see pops of his listening audience all across the country, 
all walks of life – truckers, insomniac moms, little kids in bed scrunched under the covers 
and scared to death, guys working the graveyard shift.  We get a sense of the scope and 
size of his audience. 
 
Finally, we come to a gym, with KRISTINA furiously practicing boxing and martial arts 
kicks; she’s really tough and fueled by an enormous determination and rage.  Her trainer 
takes a moment to twirl the dial to George’s radio show.  Kristina snaps, “Turn that crap 
off.”  The trainer says, “Why?  I love this guy, he’s hilarious.”  She turns it off, 
glowering.  “He’s pathetic.” 
 
Coming home late at night, she finds her boyfriend AL listening to George’s show.  He’s 
a fan but can only listen when Kristina isn’t around; she’s so fiercely opposed to anything 
supernatural.  “Turn that damn thing off,” she snaps.  She’s wonderful but also driven and 
very angry, her temper’s a problem.   

 
She’s got some relationship problems with Al.  Although they love each other, they’ve 
been fighting a lot, the littlest thing can set her off.  Al’s telling Kristina all the time she’d 
be a whole lot better if she confronted her demons and worked through it… not that his 
pleas do any good.     
 
Rooting around in a closet, Al stumbles upon a locked box.  It falls, breaks open to reveal 
keepsakes of Kristina’s family.  She finds him looking through it, is furious.  But finally, 
she relents.  She’s never talked about her family, all he’s known is that she doesn’t have 
one.   
 
She reveals that her sister and mother were killed in an accident and she blames her 
father.  We lay in here, or more probably later, that she’s so adamantly pissed off about 
her father that she uses her mother’s maiden name; doesn’t want anyone to know she and 
dad are related. 
 
Letting down her guard, Kristina reveals her deep longing to see and talk to her mother 
and sister just one more time, if only she could…. 
 
This inspires Al secretly to try to summon the spirits up.  He logs onto the AFTER 
DARK website and types in a search for “SUMMONING THE DEAD.”  George’s one-
word reply pops up:  “DON’T.”   
 
Undaunted, Al continues rooting around on the site until he finds links to other sites that 
reveal ancient texts and forbidden spells.  
 
He begins lighting candles, muttering incantations, drawing a pentagram, and so on.  
Kristina comes in on this and is adamantly against it, all the while vociferously declaring 
that it’s ridiculous and won’t work. 
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But then, something starts to form in the air, in the middle of the pentagram.  It coalesces 
into a ghostly shape of a little blond girl in a pretty dress.   
 
Kristina goes white – it’s her sister Angela.   
 
Angela beckons her but, frightened, Kristina keeps back.   
 
Angela then turns to Al.  Beguiled, he approaches, not noticing his tennies scuffing the 
chalk outline of the pentagram, breaking its continuity.  It’s what Angela’s been waiting 
for.  She surges out of the restraining circle -- and, shockingly, drains Al’s lifeforce.  
Screaming, he bursts into flame and crumples, consumed.   
 
Angela, now solid, smiles charmingly and exits out the window.  Kristina runs to the 
window – and sees Angela hit ground three floors below and stroll away, unharmed. 
 
Horrified, Kristina runs out of the apartment heading for the street… not seeing a strange 
mist materialize in the room and waft out after Angela. 
 
By now, the neighbors have heard Al’s screams and are lining the halls, peering shocked 
into the apartment at the smoking bones and ash of Al’s body. 
 
Out on the street, Kristina looks for Angela but she’s gone, there’s no sign of her. 
 
By now, the cops are on the way.  Kristina is about to hurry back, when it dawns on her 
she’s got one hell of a problem.  All the neighbors know that she and Al have been 
fighting like cats and dogs, and that she’s got one hell of a temper.  Now all of a sudden 
he’s incinerated in their apartment, and the only other person anyone saw in that room 
was her. 
 
What the hell is she going to tell the cops? 
 
Moreover, she knows that whatever that monstrous Thing that looks like her sister is – 
it’s just been unleashed onto the world. 
 
From an open window, the sound of George’s show wafts out into the night air.  
Kristina’s eyes blaze with an inexorable certainty.  No matter how much she doesn’t want 
to do it -- God damn it -- she knows she has no other choice.    
 
CUT TO:  George finishing up his show; it’s a rare occurrence where he’s actually at his 
home base.  The engineer congratulates him on a great show.   
 
George goes home, we get a sense of how lonely he is, and how much he lets down after 
the great energy he expends on the show.  He enters the dark living room – and is 
shocked to find someone lurking in the shadows.  The figure emerges out of the darkness.  
It’s Kristina, grim.  “Hello, Dad.” 
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Kristina brings him up to speed on the play, and we learn that she is indeed wanted for 
questioning.  George tells her to turn herself in, but when she says, “And tell them what?”  
he realizes she’s got a point.   
 
Moreover, George suspects he knows what has actually happened – some “ghosts” are 
not ghosts at all, but rather demons invited unsuspected into the world, who assume the 
form of loved ones to better lull their victims. Angela is a demon, who must somehow be 
sent back to hell, if the real Angela’s spirit is ever to be at rest. 
 
Just then, a HOMICIDE DETECTIVE shows up at George’s door.  While Kristina hides, 
she listens as the Detective questions George, trying to get a line on her.  The cop reveals 
that dental records have confirmed the cremated corpse is Al; it’s quite a mystery what 
could burn him so intensely, then die off so fast it didn’t burn down the apartment -- did 
his daughter have access to incendiary chemicals? 
 
“I have no idea,” George replies, poker-faced.  “My daughter and I don’t speak.”   
 
George then tries to feel out the cop, see if he believes in the occult, in ghosts and the 
Afterlife, the notion that a murderous demon might be walking the streets.  This gets 
about the reaction you’d expect. 
 
The Detective departs and Kristina emerges from hiding… trying hard not to be moved 
by the fact that her father just protected her. 
 
Meanwhile, Angela the demon is out in the city, savoring hot coffee and a thick steak at 
an all-night diner, then burning up more people to replenish her lifeforce and stay 
corporeal – while fugitive Kristina is pinned with the blame.   
 
At the same time, George and Kristina have to figure a way to track down this demon and 
dispatch it.  What does it want?  What is it trying to accomplish?  Moreover, who or what  
specifically is it? 
 
George brings his legion of “experts” into the mix.  Both we and Kristina see how many 
people are inspired and touched  by George and his radio show.  Kristina is swayed by 
this, but still angry at Dad.  Through all of this, we play the theme of family; of how both 
long to be healed and loved, to have someone really there for them.  
 
George and Kristina come to the conclusion that the demon has an agenda that will bring 
out something terribly huge and appalling.  Not the Apocalypse, exactly, but at the very 
least Apocalypse Light (satisfying, but less filling). 
 
We play this out, with people getting murdered or narrowly escaping that fate thanks to 
our heroes, with George and Kristina getting into more danger themselves.   
 
This culminates with our guys nearly getting dispatched by Angela, narrowly managing 
to destroy her… only to find she’s not alone.  Al managed to summon up two demons, in 
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the form of Angela and her mother, George’s late wife.  Only a mist at first, it has been 
accompanying Angela on her murders and has since gained form and substance. 
 
And now it’s trying to complete what Angela started.  At a municipal park that long ago 
was a cemetery, it turns out that, while the headstones are long gone, the bodies are still 
there – and the demon is intent on raising the spirits with demon hosts within, creating a 
legion of hell wraiths to suck the lifeforce out of the city and burn it to the ground. 
 
George and Kristina manage narrowly to avert this, drive the demon off – and save the 
cop in the bargain.  But she gets away (although in some manner that places her far away 
and stops the killing, for now).  There will be more horrors another day. 
 
The cop, grateful to be alive, is convinced now, or at least willing to give Kristina the 
benefit of the doubt.  He clears her of all charges (and we’d plant the seeds of a possible 
romance to come between them in later episodes….) 
 
We set this up in a way that Kristina and George become aware of some larger, hideous 
plot going on that sets George on the road to stop it, with Kristina sometimes 
accompanying him, sometimes back in the lab at the university med center otherwise 
aiding him; to find the corrupted demon-held spirit of the mother, and also perhaps find 
some way to finally put the real spirits of the daughter and mother at rest. 
 
It’s a thrilling, dangerous, frustrating, wild life for George and Kristina; chasing down 
stories, searching out the truth, aided by the other colorful recurring characters who form 
George’s support, fan and information base – radio engineers, cabbies, truckers, scientists 
and experts of all stripes, out on the edge or deep in the mainstream; a vibrant cross-
section of America.   
 
George will have a wealth of knowledge on the occult and so-called “fringe” pursuits, 
while Kristina will know all about biology and related sciences, plus what’s on the 
cutting edge of research.  Not at ease with each other, there’s still a lot of fences to be 
mended, but they’ll be able to work on it.   
 
George will host the radio show, as always, and Kristina will be his sounding board, 
devil’s advocate and maddening, deeply-loved center of his universe.  So we’ll be able to 
play the adventure, the mystery, the eerie-ness and all the father/daughter friction and 
relationship stuff. 
 
And, more than anything, our stories will explore balancing the faith that things can be 
better with hard-nosed pragmatism.  Father and daughter are both out of balance but, 
week after week, striving to meet on some middle ground… both coming to learn that, 
while faith is what sustains you, facts are what ground you. 
 
And off we go into our series…   
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MORE POSSIBLE STORYLINES: 
 

1. “The Compound” – A group of former UFO abductees, determined to never be 
seized against their will again by the aliens, have barricaded themselves in a 
Waco-style compound, armed to the teeth.  Unfortunately, things have escalated 
between the cops and themselves to an explosive situation that might end in 
terrible bloodshed.  The abductees demand the only outsider they trust to act as an 
intermediary -- George Noory, whom they all listen to on AFTER DARK.  
George must go into this situation and try to save the day, all the while having to 
deal with armed abductees pushed to the limit of endurance and sanity, cops worn 
to the edge -- and the shadowy figures watching for their opportunity to deal 
harshly with those attempting to defy them… figures who might very well be far 
from human.    

 
2. “Helix Night” – An investigation driven by George and his show turns up an 

unsettling series of facts that even law enforcement hasn’t put together:  over a 
recent period of months, twenty of the leading microbiologists across the country 
have been systematically murdered.  More unsettling still for George is his 
discovery that the next one to be targeted is the erratic genius Angela is currently 
working under… and the likelihood that Angela’s life is in danger, too.  Unable to 
convince the cops of the danger, George is forced to go head to head with the 
unknown killer – and plunge into a mystery world of Mad Cow disease, covert 
attempts to boost human intelligence, and supposedly-neutered viruses altered to 
deliver genetic material -- viruses that may just have developed a mind of their 
own. 

 
3. “Twenty-six” – A desperate woman comes to George with one hell of a problem:  

recovered memories have convinced her that she has had numerous past lives, 
every one of which ended abruptly when she was murdered prior to her twenty-
sixth birthday.  George comes to believe that both she and her murderer are being 
born over and over to re-enact the same hideous event.  The clock is ticking 
down, and fast – the woman will turn twenty-six before dawn, and unless George 
can find a way to unlock the secret of this long-buried tragedy and reverse the 
course of events, both the woman and George himself may find themselves 
corpses before morning. 

 
4. “Close Encounters With Teeth” – George thinks he’s being hoaxed when a yahoo 

calls claiming that he and his hunting buddy caught an extra-terrestrial and have it 
caged in their basement.  But when George shows up on the scene, he finds to his 
amazement that the story’s true.  Only problem is that the extremely nasty alien 
has gotten loose… and boy, is he pissed.  George not only has to find a way to 
calm ET’s sociopath big brother down and help him get home, he’s also got to 
make sure these two misguided Elmer Fudds don’t so totally muck things up 
again that they get themselves and George killed in the bargain. 
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5. “Flight” – A desperate father pleads with George to help his seven-year-old son, 
whom he believes may be a reincarnated World War II bomber pilot bent on 
revenge – so bent on it, in fact, that it may result in the death of the boy himself.  
George dives into the fray, but soon finds he has to decide on whether he should 
stop the boy in his headlong drive to confront a former fellow Air Corps flyer 
now turned retiring philanthropist… or believe the boy’s claims that he means no 
harm, and aid him in finishing what was started over sixty years ago.   

 
6. A haunting where the trapped spirit turns out to be the ghost of an alien. 

 
 


